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1 Introduction

We are interested in building a lexicon for inter-
lingual machine translation (MT) and in examin-
ing the formal properties of an interlingua as a
language in its own right. As such it should be
possible to define a lexicalized grammar for the
representation of lexical entries and a set of op-
erations over that grammar that can be used to
both analyze and generate interlingua representa-
tions. The interlingua we discuss in this paper is
Le.,dcal Conceptual Structure (LCS) as formulated
by Dorr (1993) based on work by Jackendoff (1983,
1990). This is described in the next section, and is
followed by the presentation of a grammar for LCS
as a representation language. The grammar for-
malism whose operations we examine with respect
to their ability to compose LCS representations
is Feature-Based Lexicalized Adjoining Grammar,
(FB-LTAG), a version of Tree Adjoining Gram-
mar (TAG) (Joshi et al (1975), Schabes (1990),
Vijay-Shanker (1987)), and its description, along
with example TAG structures, forms our final sec-
tion. What we find is that the implementation of
LCS as a TAG, although not completely straight-
forward, can be done, providing the full power of
the well-defined mathematical properties of TAGs
as a basis for describing the formal properties of
LCS.
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2 Lexical Conceptual Structure
(LCS)

A central issue that arises with respect to the
use of a language-independent representation in
any multilingual system is that of defining a set
of primitives to represent cross-linguistic phenom-
ena Because it is generally difficult to define such
a set, many researchers have abandoned the use of
an intermediate representation in multilingual ap-
plications. (See, for example, Vauquois and Boitet
(1985).) However, recently, there has been a resur-
gence of interest in the area of lexical representa-
tion and organization (with special reference to
verbs) that has initiated an ongoing effort to de-
limit the classes of lexical knowledge required to
process natural language. (See, e.g., Grimshaw
(1990), Hale and Keyser (1993), Jackendoff (1983,
1990), Levin (1993), Pustejovsky (1991), 
(1991), and Zubizarreta (1987).) As a result 
this effort, it has become increasingly more feasi-
ble to isolate the components of meaning common
to verbs participating in particular classes. These
components of meaning can then be used to de-
termine the lexical representation of verbs across
languages.

The LCS approach views semantic represen-
tation as a subset of conceptual structure, i.e.,
the language of mental representation. It ab-
stracts away from syntax just far enough to en-
able language independent encoding, while retain-
ing enough structure to be sensitive to the require-
ments for multilingual processing. Jackendoff’s
approach includes tlq~es such as Event and State,
which axe specialized into primitives such as GO,
STAY, BE, GO-EXT, and ORIENT. As an exam-
ple of how the primitive GO is used to represent
sentential semantics, consider the following sen-
tence:

The ball rolled toward Beth.
[z,.., GO ([’rhi.s BALL],

[P.th TOWARD
([P*.i,io. AT
([Thims BALL], [Thins BETrI])I)I)I
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This representation illustrates one dimension
(i.e., the spatia/dimension) of Jackendoff’s repre-
sentation. Another dimension is the cauJa/dimen-
sion, which includes the primitives CAUSE and
LET. These primitives take a Thing and an Event
as arguments. Thus, we could embed the structure
shown in the sentence above within a causative
construction:

John rolled the ball toward Beth.
[E,,at CAUSE

([Tm.s JOHN],
[E,,.., GO ([Thl,s BALL],

[Pat~ TOWARD
[Po.i.oa AT

([Tmas BALL], [Tm.s BETH])])])])

Jackendoff includes a third dimension by intro-
ducing the notion of field. This dimension extends
the semantic coverage of spatially oriented primi-
tives to other domains such as Possessional, Tem-
poral, Identificational, Circumstantial, and Exist-
entialJ For example, the primitive GOpo~ refers
to a GO event in the Possessional field as in the
following sentence:

Beth received the doll.
[~-,nt GOpo.

([Tmos DOLL],
[P,th TOp__

([P..+t,o. ATpo.
([Th,.s DOLL], [ThJ.s BETH])])])]

To further illustrate the notion of field, the GO
primitive can be used in the Temporal and Iden-
tificational fields:

The meeting went from 2:00 to 4:00.
[Ev,.t GOT.rap

([Tm.s MEETING],
[P.tk FROMT..p

([Po,Jitioa ATTemp

([Thi.s MEETING], [T~.o 2:00])])]
[P,th TOT, rap

([Po.itioa ATT, mp
({Th+,s MEETING], [T,,, 4:OO])])])]

The frog turned into a prince.
[Event GOIdeat

([rm,s FROG],
[Path TOld,at

([po.mo. ATtdo.t
([Th,.. FROG], [Tm.s PRINCE])])])]

To illustrate the use of this representation in
the lexicon, consider the following example:

*The label Loc has been adopted to distinguish the
spatial field from the non-spatial fields. Note that
the spatial field is used to denote the primitives that
fall in the spatial dimension. Jack,.doff argues that
spatial primitives are more fundamental than those of
other domains (e.g., Possessional). Thus, spatial prim-
itives have their own special status as an independent
dimension.

E: I like Mary
S: Maria me gusta

(Mary (to) me pleases)

The language-independent representation for this
example looks like the following:

IS,a,. BEtd.., ([’r~,,s q,
[Polltlo, ATideat

([’rhia, I], [Thi.S MARY])],
[M ..... LIKINGLY])]

This representation roughly means "I am in an
identificational state LIKINGLY with respect to
Mary." Both the Spanl,h and English sentences
are based on this representation; the syntactic dis-
tinction (i.e., the subject-object reversal) is cap-
tured by means of parameterization in the lexicon:

Lexlcal Entry for llke:
[Stato BE,a.., ([TEal :EXT W],

[Po*|tloa ATId,at
(km-s W~, [Tm.s :INT Z])],

[M .... LIKINGLY])]

Lexical Entry for guatar:
[State BEld,at ([Thins :INT W],

[Pomition ATldeat
(km., w], km., :EXT Z])],

[M ..... LIKINGLY])]

The :INT/:EXT markers are examples of lexical
parameterization that allow the system to account
for the subject-object reversal of the lii~e.ggstar
example.

2.1 Grammar for LCS
The current task is to explore the LCS representa-
tion in the context of an FB-LTAG modal in order
to test hypotheses about the interlingual represen-
tation for machine translation. Our goal is to de-
velop a framework within which we can evaluate,
formally, the expressive power of the representa-
tion language used in the lexicon, and also to de-
termine systematically the depth of coverage with
respect to different cross-linguistic phenomena.

In order to employ the TAG formalism, we must
first associate a "syntax" with our "semantics."
That is, we must express the weUformedness con-
ditions on the LCS representation in terms of a
"grammar," analogous to a context-free descrip-
tion at the level of syntactic structure. (See Fig-
ure 1.) In this grammar, curly brackets {} cor-
respond to a choice of one, and only one, item.
An example of a Path LCS would be the primi-
tive TO with an Event and a Position as its two
"arguments." Primitives correspond to the ter-
minal nodes of the grammar (and are written in
all capital letters); Types correspond to the non-
terminal nodes of the grammar (and are written
in lower case with an initial capital letter). Note
that there are closed-class primitives (e.g., Situa-
tions and Paths) and open-class primitives (e.g.,
Things and Properties). There are also primitives
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Situation --*
LET {Thing, Event, State} {Event, State} l
CAUSE {Thing, Event, State} {Event, State} [
GO {Thing, Event, State} Path [
GO-EXT {Thing, Event, State} Path [
ORIENT Thing Path [
STAY {Thing, Event, State} Position [
BE {Thing, Event, State} Position

Path -.
{TO, TOWARD, FROM, AWAY-FROM, VIA}
{Thing, Event, State}
Position

Position --b
{AT, IN, ON .... }
{Thing, Event, State}
{Thing, Event, State, Property, Time}

Thing -~
{BOOK, PERSON, ROOM .... }

Time --~
{TODAY, SATURDAY, 2:00, 4:00 .... }

Property
{TIRED, HUNGRY, RED .... }

Figure 1: LCS Wellformedness Conditions Ex-
pressed as a Context-Free Grammar

which represent a large, but finite set (e.g., Posi-
tions).

Superimposed on this grammar is a set of
wellformedness conditions corresponding to the
"Field" mentioned in the previous section. In
the FB-LTAG framework, the Field is not spec-
ified in terms of grammar rules, but is available
by means of a feature specification. The feature
ensures that Locational GO primitives only take
Locational Paths, for instance. The full set of well-
formedness conditions is as shown in Figure 2.

3 Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG)

FB-LTAG is a version of Tree Adjoining Gram-
mar (TAG) (Joshi al 1975, Schabes 1990, Vij ay-
Shanker 1987), that has been extended to include
lexicalization and unification-based feature struc-
tures. In a TAG there are two types of elemen-
tary trees: initial trees and auxiliary trees. The
frontier of an initial tree has as its anchor a ter-
minai; the rest of the nodes on the frontier are
non-terminals marked as substitution nodes. In
addition to an anchor, and possible non-terminal
substitution nodes, an auxiliary tree is required
to have one node on the frontier marked as the foot
node. The foot node must have the same category
label as the tree’s root node.

From a linguistic perspective, the set of elemen-
tary trees anchored by a lexical item represent the
item’s possible subcategorization frames. In an
FB-LTAG, each lexical item is associated with a
set of elementary trees, for which it is the lexical
anchor. Each node in the tree has two sets of fen-

Field (Feature) Arguments
Locational Arg 1: {Thing, Event, State}

Axg 2: {Thing, Event}
Temporal Arg 1: {Event, State}

Arg 2: {Event, State, Time}
Identificational Arg 1: Thing

Arg 2: {Thing, Event, Property}
Possessional Arg 1: {Thing, Event, State}

Arg 2: Thing
Instrumental Arg I: {Event, State}

Arg 2: Thing
Perceptual Axg h Thing

Arg 2: {Thing, Event, State}
Circumstantial Arg 1: Thing

Arg 2: {Event, State}
Intentional Arg 1: {Event, State}

Arg 2: {Thing, Event, State}
Existential Arg 1: {Thing, State}

Arg 2: EXIST

Figure 2: WeUformedness Conditions on LCS
Fields

ture structures, the TOP and the BOTTOM. The
BOTTOM feature structure contains information
relating to the subtree rooted at the node, and the
TOP feature structure contains information relat-
ing to the supertree at that node. Substitution
nodes have only a TOP feature structure, while all
other nodes have both a TOP and BOTTOM fea-
ture structure. Trees can be composed by apply-
ing two operations, substitution and adjunction,
as shown in Figure 3.2

For substitution to occur, there must be a
non-terminal frontier node marked for substitu-
tion in an elementary tree and a corresponding
elementary tree whose root has the same label as
that node (Figure 3(a)). Then the substitution
node is replaced by the corresponding elementary
tree. Substitution only operates on the frontier
of a tree. Adjunction, on the other hand, can
operate on an internal node, actually inserting an
auxiliary tree at that point (Figure 3(b)). For 
to occur, the internal node in the first tree must
have the same label as both the root node and
the foot node of the tree being adjoined onto it.
The TOP feature structure of the internal node
unifies with the TOP feature structure of the root
node, and the BOTTOM feature structure unifies
with the BOTTOM feature structure of the foot

aTechnlcaUy, substitution is a specialized version of
adjunction, but it is useful to make a distinction be-
tween the two. These figures are used by permission
from XTAG (1995). Abbreviations in the tree figure:
t=top feature structure, b=bottom feature structure,
tr=top feature structure of the root, br=bottom fea-
ture structure of the root, tf=top feature structure
of the foot, bf=bottom feature structure of the foot,
tJ =unification.
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(a)

u" ~y

br

Substitution

(b)

X

ff

bf

Adjunction

X

tUtr

br

ff

bU bf

Figure 3: Substitution and Adjunction in FB-
LTAG

node. For linguistic reasons, initial trees are non-
recursive tree structures, whereas auxiliary trees
used for adjunction are required to be recursive.
For the final tree to be valid all substitution nodes
must be filled, and the TOP and BOTTOM fea-
ture structures on each node must unify with each
other.

4 LCS Operation Requirements

LCS structures, as described in Dorr and Voss
1994, that correspond to different syntactic ele-
ments of a sentence axe composed to form the
complete sentence representation. For instance,
a string of prepositional phrases such as over the
hill, behind the stream, nezt to the woods results
in a recursive embedding of several path and posi-
tion predicates. In Voss and Dorr 1994 there is a
clearly defined relationship between the represen-
tation of the phrase, from the in.side of the dresser
in remove the note from the in.~ide of the dresser,
whose LCS is given in Figure 4(a), and the simpli-
fied version, from the dresser given in Figure 4(b).

At first glance, that relationship would appear
to be the TAG adjunction operation. However, the
necessary conditions for adjunction are not met
because there is not a recursive grammar rule for
Position that allows a new Position node to be

(a) remove the note from the dresser

Path

FROMLoc Thing Position

NOTE ATLoc Thing

l
NOTE

Thing
I

DRESSER

Co) remove the note from inside the dresser

Path

NOTE Position

ATI. ~ Th

NOTE Position

/1\
INSIDELoc Thing Thing

I I
NOTE DRESSER

Figure 4: LCS Representations for from vs. from
in.side

adjoined underneath the AT. In the spirit of an
extension proposed by Dorr and Voss (1993), 
add a new grammar rule that provides this recur-
sive definition:

Position ---,
{AT, IN, ON .... }
{Thing, Event, State}
Position

Then, given the trees in Figure 5(a) and (b), 
junction can be applied to produce the tree in Fig-
ure 5(c).

The LCS overlap operation as defined in Dorr
and Voss (1994) is more problematic. In the LCS
representation of the sentence, John lifted Mary
up to the table, there is a duplication between the
UP component of LIFT, and the LCS represen-
tation of the UP TO prepositional phrase. The
overlap for this example or other similar examples
does not conform to adjunction as described here,
since more than a single node is duplicated in both
trees. It is necessary either for these duplicated
nodes to be effectively merged or to find another
way of representing the information. The cleanest
alternative from the perspective of the TAG for-
realism is to represent the UP component of LIFT
in the feature structure as an overridable default.
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(b)

[~:.]

I
AT

(c)

Figure 5: TAG Trees for inside, from, and from
inside

In this case, when the LCS structure correspond-
ing to an UP TO prepositional phrase is being
adjoined, also with ma UP in the feature struc-
ture, the two UPs will unify. If a different type
of LCS structure needs to be adjoined, such as
the structure corresponding to the DOWN prepo-
sitional phrase in The mother lifted the child doum
from the carot~sel horse, then the UP feature can
be overridden. If there is no prepositional phrase
specified, then the feature still contains the in-
formation that the direction is inherently in an
UP direction. There may be particular examples
where incorporating the required default informa-
tion as a feature is counter-intuitive. In that case,
another possibility which does not require any al-
tering of the LCS structure would be to use partial
descriptions of trees for the prepositional phrases,
with multi-component adjunction so that they can
be adjoined onto the initial tree as described in
Shankar 1992.

5 Implications and Future
Direction

We have described certain aspects of using the
TAG formalism for the implementation of LCS as
an interlingua. The standard operations of substi-
tution and adjunction apply, and they can be ex-
tended to handle the overlap LCS operation. This
gives us a formal structure with well-defined op-
erations that imposes constraints on the composi-
tion of LCS, aiding in the regularization of LCS
procedures. More importantly, it opens up the
possibility of using the well-known mathematical
properties of the TAG formMi.~m to prove proper-
ties about LCS as an interlingua.

As discussed by Voss and Dorr (this volume),
machine translation theory has not yet addressed
the issues surrounding how the interlingua of a MT
system should be defined or evaluated. We believe
that the investigation described herein is the first
step toward providing a framework in which MT
developers can define and evaluate different lexi-
cal representations with respect to coverage and
efficiency.
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